Parallel algorithms for recognizing and representing interval orders are proposed for differ. ent models of parallel random access machines (PRAM). The algorithms accept as input a transitively~losed directed graph with N nodes and M edges. They run in time O0og N) with O(N + M~ processors and O{N + M} space and in co,tam time with O(N z) proces~rs and O{N ~) space depending on the data structure and the PRAM model used. Optimal probabiliP tic algorithms for PRAM are also presented as well as algorithms for dis!ributed.memory machines.
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!. imroduetien
An important problem in the algorithmic study of discrete structures is that of developing efficient recognition algorithms for particular classes. Another important problem is that of finding efficient methods of representing the objects in the classes, so that basic operations can be executed rapidly. In the case of ordered structures, these problems have been studied in depth by, for example, Golumbic [11] , Mfhring [14] , Habib and Jegou [12] , Pnuelli et al. [17] , Spinrad [19] , Spinrad and Valdes [20] , Syslo [21] and Valdes et al. [22] . Many different classes of orders have been analyzed both from a theoretical point of view. and also with specific applications in mind. Almost all of the algorithms which have been developed, however, are sequential algorithms. We are interested in developing parallel algorithms to complement the existing sequential algorithms. In this paper we focus on interval orders~ interwal orders a~ used to model the disjoint and overlapping ,¢tructure of a set of int~als of the, ~1 line, They have many application~ including modeling gone relations in measurement theory, existence of species in palcontolo~, consecutive ret~l~ V~l ~atlnel routing~ and scheduling in computer science, They have been extensively studied, among others, by Bogart [3] . Fishburn [6] [7] [8] , M~hring [14] , and
The first elicit sequential recognition algorithm was developed by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [16] in the context of ~heduling, Given a transitively-closed, di~o~ed acyclic l~aph (i.e. an order) with N' nodes and M edges as input, th~ algorithm determines whether the partial order is an interval order. The algorithm is presented in [14] so that. when the graph is an interval order, it returns a corresponding interval tepa~:ntation. The algorithm stores the graph using an adjacency-matrix data stre~,ture, and also assumes that the outdegrees of the nodes are known, This sequential algorithm has linear time complexity in the number of nodes and edges (i.e. O(N + ,M) time) and quadratic space complexity in the number of nodes (i.e. O(g rz) space).
In the pasL interval order recognition algorithms have been proposed by Baldy and Morvan Eli, by Gabow [9] and Gartn: [10] , These algorithms are improvements on the algorithm of [16] in two respects, First, they use linear time and linear space in the number of nodes and edges. Second, they accept as input arty directed acyclic graph -not necessarily transitively-closed -and determine whether the transitive closure of the graph is an interval order. Instead of using an adjacency matrix data structure, these algorithms explicitly store the edges as couples.
Here, ~ propose parallel algorithms for recognizing interval orders, and parallel algorithms for determining interval representations. Section 2 introduces the basic definitions and properties of intervp.I orders, which we ~ill exploit in our interval recognition algorithms. In ~ction 3 we propose PRAM parallel interva! recognition algorithms including probabilistieally optimal algorithm and a constant time algorithm (under different hypotheses), In Section 4 we propose PRAM parallel algorithms for constructing interval representations, also including a probabilistically optimal algorithm and a constant time algorithm, We present parallel recognition and representation algorithms for distributed memory machines in ~cl~on 5. We intr.'~duce the following notation for partial orders and dircctod acyclic graphs: -~ TrSucc(u) and Pred(u) ~-TrPred(u) ). An antichain of partial order P --(V, < ~) is a subset of V such that the elements are pairwise incompar~ able. We denote A (P) the set of antichains of P and MA (P) set of maximal antichains of P.
A topological sort of G .~ (V, E) is a total ordering of nodes uo, u j, ..., uN~ j ¢ V such that if i < j then ui¢ TrSuec(us). We let d" (u~) and d+ (ui) represent, respectively, the in-degree of node u~ and out.degree of node ul. That is, u < rv if and only if interval I, is entirely to the left of interval le on the real line.
Theorem 1 (Bogart [3] , Fishburn [6] and M6hring [14] All the parallel recognition algox~thms we propose are based on the following data-stmctme independent algorithm: Algorithm I Onterval order t~ognition) Input: A transitively clo~¢~d graph (;, Output: True if G is an interval order and false if not.
Step 1: Determine a topological order Uo~t .... ,us-t such that d + (ut+ t) ~ d ÷ (us). 
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Fig Step 2: If Suce(u~. t) ~ Suec(u~) for 0 ~< i < N -1, then G is an interval order, else G is not an interval order.
Theorem 3. Algorithm ! determines whether a transitively~closed graph G i~ an inlerval order.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Propositions t and 2. [3
An O(IogN) algorithm
The first parallel interval order recognition algorithm we propose, uses an edgearray data structure, where the edges are expficitly stored as coupl~ ~n an array. Let uo, u j,..., uN~ j be the nodes of graph G -~ (V, E), and let EA denote the edge array used, We choose to relabel each node u~ by ut where k is u/s position in the topological so't defined in Proposition 1. After relabeling, nodes uo, ut, ..., us -t are in topological order, Note that, because we are storing the edges explicitly, if the out-degrees are not supplied, it is easy to calculate them in O(iog N) time using, for example, a sorting and a parallel prefix computation, noted partial ~um in the remaining of this l~r. During the algorithm, we will store the edges with the following inversed lexicographical order (see (1)
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Note that for every edge (u,, u~) in the edge array, when i ~ O, the edge (ue. 
In the following algorithm whenever a soiling procedure is necessary,, we will use the Cole Parallel Merge Sort [4] . 
• Algorithm 2 determines whether graph G is an interval order. It runs on ERF, W PRAM in O(logN) time using O(N + M) processors and O(N + M) space.
Proof, We prove that Algorithm 2 is equivalent to Algorithm 1. St~p I of Alg~rithm 2 computes a topological orderin~ and therefore, execute step t of Algorithm L That steps 3-14 of Algorithm 2 execute step 2 of Algorithm t follows directly from the definition of edge arrays and from the ordering introduced m Eq, (1), All sorts and the conjunction in step 14 can run in O(logN) time usin$ O(N + M) processors.
A probabilislieally opffmal algorithm
In:this ~ion we propose an optimal randomized al$cxithm. Our algorithm runs on priority PRAM CRCW with an exited time O{logN) w;mg O((N + M)/IogN) processot~ and O(N 2 IogN) space, How b this possible? Notice that we ate not sorting arbitravj real rtumbers; we are sorting integers between 0 and N~ We rely on the following theorem.
(Rajasekaran and Reib [18]), It is possible to sort N numbers in the range
The algorithm of [18] allows us to son the node~ by decreasing out-degree with fewer proces~rs, However, we cannot tort the edge~ according to Eq. (I) using Lhis method, because sorting the edges is equivalent to sorting M numbers between 0 and N 2 -I. We simultaneously use art edge-array data ~ructnre and modification of an adjacency.matrix data structure defined as follows: Output: Returns true if G is an interval order and false if not. {Implementation of step I of Algorithm 1} I Sort the nodes by descending otttdeggee using the sort of [18] .
Let uo,ut, ..,,us-t be the nodes in t~logical order. 
3,4. A constant, time algorithm
The topological sort of step I of Algorithm I would seemingly limit the running time of a parallel algorithm to O(logN). In fact, we can create an algorithm which runs in constant time+ 
Using this structure, we can test whether a given edge is in graph G in constant time.
We also store the out.-degrees of the nodes (see Fig. 5 ), We use the following topological order:. 
Two subtle points allow us to create the constant-time algorithm. First, in fact, we do not need to sort the nodes. Instead, for each node, u~, we only need to determine its immediate successor in a topological order. Second, we choose to design an algorithm for priority CRCW PRAM. Now, given a set ofdistinct integers do,dl,dz ..... between 0 and N, we can find the minimum in constant time with N processors. We ch3ose one memory location. For each i, processor p~ writes value d~ to the memory location. Because of the CREW priority model, the value which is written to the memory location is the value written by the smallest processor, therefore the smallest d~. The str~',ture l)eg£xist is used to determine in constant time whether there exists a node with outdegree i for 0 ~ i < N:
otherw~.
(5)
DegNext acts like an array of pointers to array elements of DegExist. We denote the NIL pointer by A, which can be represented in the machine by any integ~ not in [0,N)~ l~egNext is a struetvxe used to determine in constant time the next smallest outdey3~e which exists in ~e graph -that is 
Otherwise,
Matrix U b the adjacenfy matrix described in Eq. (3) Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Algorithm 4 is an implmuentation of Algorithm I.
Steps 1-15 of Algorithm 4 execute step I of Algorithm 1. Note that the maximum of Eq, (6) and the minima of Eqs, (7) and (8) 
Properties of interral represenmtions
In the following section, we provide algorithms which determine a corresponding set of intervals given an interval order, First, however, we must develop some machinery necessary to understand the algorithms.
We assume that intervals are ofinteger lengths, and that they are closed at the lower end of the interval and open at the upper end of the interval. The algorithms will generate interval representations with intervals lying within the range [0. N).
Let uo, ut,...,u,-I e Vbe the noda. of graph G ~ (V,E) in arbitrary order. We t~-present the interval corresponding to each node by storinl~ the endpoints of the inter~l. Then Upper [u~] is the open upper endpoint of interval I., and Lower [uj] is the closed lower endpoint of interval !,,. [ui] . Therefore ali intervals age at least of length 1. C3
. n ~ 1] satisfies statements I and 2 of Propesition 3 for interval order G ~-(IF, E). Let

Lower[all --~mino ~j < s(Upper[uj]) --I if Pred(ul) = O,
We can relate the above properties to the set of maximal antichains of G. Let INeoK The proof follows di~'tly from Propositions 4 and 3. E~
MA(G) be
Al~rithms /or finding the nmst compact interval representations
Proposition 6 suggests an algorithm which finds it~terva| representations of interval orders (see Fig. 8 
A conffant-time algorithm
lfcompact interval t~resentation is not required, and if priority CRCYW PRAM is available, then there exists an algorithm which runs in constant time (see Fig. 9 ). As before, the processors are numbered, and concurrent write conflie, s are resolved by having the processor with the .¢mallest index write its value. Our algorithm relies heavily on the following proposition. 
. N-I]
The arrays CalcMin and B are defined so that we can take the maximum and minimum of Proposition 4 in constant time using the priority CRCW PRAM model. The strategy is always the same: Assign the right task to the right processor. We want the smallest value to be written by the smallest processor when a minimum is desired and the largest value to be written by the smallest processor when a maximum is Notice that Algorithms 2 and $ are composed of several sorting and partial sum routines. Because sorting algorithms and partial sum algorithms have been studied intensively on many distributed,memory architectures, it is a relatively small step to write a distributed-memory algorithms for recognizing and representing interval orders.
Consider a hypetguhe architecture. The sorting procedure for hyper.cube with the best complexity, proposed by Cypher and Plaxton [5] , runs in time 
Future ~rch
In this paper we have proposed PRAM and distributed-memory algorithms for recognizing and representing interval orders. This work strongly motivates work on several open problems. Noting that our algorithms only accept transitively-closed directed acy~lic graphs as input, and we will try to develop a parallel algorithm which accepts a nomransitively closed directed acyclic graphs as input, which does not require the transitive closure. Such an algorithm could permit a more efficient representation of orders. Another open problem is the following: Can one apply the ideas introduced in this paper to construct algorithms on other classes of orders? Finally, and more generally, can one determine which classical algorithms on orders are easily parallelizable?
